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 Accurate areal rainfall stems not only from atmospheric boundary conditions, but also from 
the quality and availability of soil, topography, and vegetation data. As a result, rainfall 
model errors are exacerbated by uncertainties in both atmospheric and land surface 
conditions. Hybrid technique combining dynamical and statistical downscaling is 
investigated in this research. The proposed downscaling method incorporates information 
from three global reanalysis data sets: ERA-Interim, ERA20C, and CFSR. The Weather 
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model is used to hybrid downscale this reanalysis of 
atmospheric data, which is then followed by the use of an artificial neural network (ANN) 
model to further downscale the WRF performance to a finer resolution over the studied area. 
The findings of this study indicate that the proposed method, which combines model 
simulations with observations over the modeled area, will improve the accuracy of simulated 
data. Another advantage of this method is the low cost of computation, both in terms of 
computation time, and performance storage. 

1. Introduction 

Rainfall is the product of complex interactions between climate 
variables, and land surface, land cover conditions. As a result, rainfall 
model errors are influenced by both atmospheric and land surface 
uncertainties.  

Attempts to model rainfall events using global atmospheric models 
(GCMs) have recently been made (Krishnamurti et al. 1997; Compo et 
al. 2006; Lledó et al. 2013; Fuka et al. 2014) [1-4]. However, resolution 
of GCMs are too coarse for studying water supplies at the watershed 
scale. Then downscaling technologies are used to refine coarse grid 
resolution data. Statistical or stochastic downscaling (SD) and 
dynamical downscaling (DD) are the two most popular approaches.  

A hybrid technique incorporating dynamical and statistical 
downscaling has been studied to address the limitations of both DD 
and SD approaches (Liu and Fan, 2014; Tran and Taniguchi, 2018; 
Walton et al., 2015) [5-7]. This new technique, known as hybrid 
downscaling (HD), downscales RCM outputs to a finer spatial 
resolution by first using large-scale atmospheric conditions 
calculated by a GCM for its lateral boundary conditions before being 
downscaled by an RCM model. The HD also focuses on the effects of 
terrain influences and the physical relations between the atmosphere 
and the land surface. Despite retaining a short simulation period, data 
resolution is increased. Another advantage of this technology is that 
it enhances simulated data accuracy by combining model simulations 
with observations over the modeled area.  

 

 

This research used the WRF model in conjunction with a machine 
learning algorithm to simulate and recreate rainfall data. Three global 
reanalysis datasets are considered in the proposed downscaling 
technique; ECMWF - Atmospheric Reanalysis coarse climate data of 
the 20th century (ERA-20C) (Poli et al. 2013, 2016), ECMWF - Reanalysis 
Interim (ERA-Interim) (Berrisford et al., 2009; Dee et al., 2011), and 
Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) (Saha et al., 2010; Wang et 
al., 2011) [8-13]. The WRF is used to hybrid downscale these coarse 
scale atmospheric data, which is then accompanied by an artificial 
neural network (ANN) model to further downscale the WRF output to 
a finer resolution over the studied watershed. After calibrating and 
validating the WRF and ANN models using existing ground 
observation data, the hybrid approach is analyzed using time series 
and spatial analyses.  

The Sai Gon – Dong Nai Rivers Basin has been determined in this 
experiment for the hybrid technique's implementation. Because of its 
strategic position and the complex physical processes that cause 
intense rainfall in this area, advanced technologies must be used to 
investigate severe rainfall processes, and model realistic historical 
rainfall events.  

2. Methodology 

2.1. Implementation of computational atmospheric model based 
on physical principle. 

With inputs from the three reanalysis datasets, the WRF model was 
used for dynamical downscaling. With several physics options for 
moisture dynamics, microphysics processes, cumulus cloud 
parameterizations, planetary boundary layer (PBL) schemes, radiation 
schemes, and surface schemes, the WRF model can simulate vertical 
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and horizontal air motions. A sequence of three nested domains for 
WRF simulations are implemented in this report. The largest domain 
(D1) has a spatial resolution of 81 km (21 x 18 horizontal grid points) 
and covers the southern half of Vietnam as well as parts of Thailand, 
Laos, Cambodia, and Malaysia. D2 is the second domain with a 
resolution of 27 km (27 × 24 horizontal grid points), and D3 is the 
smallest domain with spatial resolution of 9 km (48 × 33 horizontal 
grid points). It is noted that WRF is based on all 3 domains only for 
ERA20C data, while the ERA-Interim and CFSR were used only on D2 
and D3. 
 
2.3. Implementation of ANN architecture with back-propagation 
algorithm 

For downscaling precipitation simulated by the WRF model, one of the 
most common and simplest artificial neural network (ANN) 
architectures is considered in this research. In statistical 
downscaling, the ANN model is widely used. 

The desired ANN architecture consists of three layers (input layer, 
hidden layer, and output layer) linked by synapse weights. The hidden 
layer's nodes were chosen from a range of (2n+1) to (2n0.5+m), where 
n is the number of input nodes and m is the number of output nodes 
(Fletcher and Goss, 1993) [14]. 

Approximation used for the weight change is given in Eq. (1) by the 
delta rule. 

𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝜂𝜂 𝜕𝜕𝛦𝛦2

𝜕𝜕𝑛𝑛
 (1) 

Where η is the learning rate parameter, w is the weights, and E2 is the 
squared error (Brierley, 1998) [15]. 

 

2.4. Training and validation of ANN model over the target 
watershed for the three different reanalysis datasets 

The ANN model is trained and validated using a gridded of 0.10 daily 
precipitation dataset (VnGP) in this analysis. It is better to split the 
entire data duration into preparation, validation, and testing 
components. Two-thirds of the data period is used for preparation, 
and the remaining time is used for calibration in most statistical 
downscaling exercises. 

 

Figure 1. Time series of ANN calibrations using CFSR at D2 and VNGP 
for 1-, 3-, 5-, and 7-day basin-average precipitation during 1981–

1995 over the DN-SG. 

 

 

Figure 2. Time series of ANN validations using CFSR at D2 and VNGP 
for 1-, 3-, 5-, and 7-day basin-average precipitation during 1996–

2010 over the DN-SG. 

In general, the simulation results and observations responded well 
after calibration and validation. Statistical parameters that support 
the simulation results' alignment with VnGP data. The simulation 
output for daily precipitation is in the acceptable range, according to 
statistical parameters such as the correlation and Nash Sutcliffe 
efficiency coefficients (0.7 ≤ 𝑅𝑅2 ≤ 0.9 and 0.5 ≤ 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 ≤ 0.78). 

3. Results and Discussion 

The ERA-Interim dataset reported the best calibration and validation 
results out of the three reanalysis datasets. During the validation 
phase with the ERA-Interim dataset, the HD technique produced quite 
effective correlation coefficients from 0.89 to 0.90, and NSE from 
0.76-0.78. The HD technique simulations using ERA-20C also obtained 
good validation results, with correlation coefficients ranging from 
0.65-0.86. The ERA-Interim and ERA-20C datasets provided model 
calibration and validation results that were closer to the VnGP dataset 
than the CFSR dataset. 

 

 

Figure 3. Spatial maps of the largest 7-day precipitation by means of 
simulation (WRF) and observation (VnGP) data during 1980-2010, top 

(ERA-Interim and VnGP; ERA-20C and VnGP), bottom (CFSR and 
VnGP). 

 

Figure 4. Spatial maps of the largest 7-day precipitation by means of 
ANN simulation and observation (VnGP) data during 1980-2010, top 

(ERA-Interim and VnGP; ERA-20C and VnGP), bottom (CFSR and 
VnGP). 

Figure 3 presents the spatial distribution map of the largest difference 
in 7-day precipitation between the WRF model results and the VnGP 
dataset during the period from 1980-2010. Figure 4 presents the 
spatial distribution map of the largest 7-day precipitation between the 
HD model and VnGP dataset during the period from 1980-2010. When 
compared to the WRF data, the HD technique significantly improved 
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the precipitation spatial distribution. The forecast precipitation is 
more relevant to the observation values after applying the ANN 
simulations as shown in Figure 4.  

It is possible to simulate precipitation data in both time series and 
spatial map over the selected watershed using a combination of 
dynamical and statistical downscaling. Not only can this technique be 
used to predict precipitation, but it can also be used to measure other 
significant atmospheric variables including temperature, wind speed, 
humidity, pressure, and radiation.  

 

Figure 5. A comparison between the numbers of day having rainfall 
larger than 99% quartile in a year. 

Figure 5 illustrates the difference of the numbers of day which have 
rainfall larger than 99% quartile in a year between simulation and 
observation data. When compared to VnGP dataset from 1980 to 2010, 
the simulation method gives the data relatively close to observation. 

This approach is suggested to reconstruct and forecast weather risks, 
such as floods and droughts, because the results are produced at 
different time resolutions (Trinh et al., 2016; Trinh et al., 2017) [16, 17] 
(i.e., hourly, daily, and monthly). 

4. Summary and Conclusion 

To overcome the limitations of both dynamic and statistical 
downscaling methods, this study applied a hybrid approach that 
enhances dynamical and statistical downscaling. Hybrid downscaling 
(HD) is a modern technique that not only combines the effects of 
terrain variables and physical interactions between the environment 
and land surface conditions, but also increases the precision of 
simulations. First, under the three selected global gridded datasets, 
precipitation data were dynamically downscaled by a regional climate 
model, WRF, by three domains (D1, D2, D3 for ERA-Interim and ERA-
20C; D2, D3 for CFSR) with an inner domain (D3) of 9 km resolution 
(ERA-Interim, ERA-20C, and CFSR). The downscaled precipitation data 
were combined with the local observation data using the ANN model 
with back-propagation algorithm after the WRF model was 
successfully implemented and validated. The ANN uses VnGP data for 
model training and calibration from 1986 to 1992, and model 
validation from 1993 to 1995. Among the three selected reanalysis 
datasets, the best calibration and validation results were obtained 
from the ERA-Interim dataset. Under the ERA-Interim dataset, the HD 
technique performance correlation coefficient (ranging from 0.89-
0.90) and the NSE (0.76-0.78) are quite satisfactory in the validation 
period. These findings are more robust than those obtained with the 
CFSR dataset. However, the spatial difference of precipitation 
estimates using the CFSR dataset is lower than those under ECMWF - 
Atmospheric Reanalysis data (ERA-Interim and ERA-20C). One reason 
is that the grid resolution of CFSR (0.50), is finer than that of ERA-
Interim (0.750) and ERA-20C (1.250). 
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